NORTH CAROLINA/SOUTH CAROLINA OPEN HOUSE
SATURDAY, MAY 21, 2016

ACCESSIBILITY
All event locations for Open House are handicap accessible. Unless noted otherwise, access is located at main entrance of building.

- Bryan Center: Access at main entrance from parking lot; elevator in Parking Garage
- Duke Basketball Museum & Hall of Fame: Access ramp adjacent to parking lot at stone wall
- Gross Hall: Access at entry facing Towerview Road
- French Family Science Center: Main entrance at front using ramp and exterior elevator
- Page Auditorium: Use side door facing the Bryan Center

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

Departure locations for tours
Numbers show locations of Faculty/Student Panel Discussions
Buildings where NC/SC OPEN HOUSE events are located
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OPEN HOUSE
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
SATURDAY, MAY 21, 2016

8:15AM-10:00AM
Registration: Check in, pick up your name tag, packet and continental breakfast to begin your Open House experience!
Location: Schaefer Lobby, Bryan Center, Upper Level
Optional Pre-Event Activities
See list of options in blue box at right.

10:00AM-10:30AM
Opening Remarks
Location: Page Auditorium

10:45AM-11:20AM
Faculty/Student Panel Discussion Session #1
Location: Various (see locations and descriptions at far right)
Choose one of the following 12 concurrent sessions. To gain as much information as possible, family members may choose to separate and attend different panel discussions.
1. The Arts and Humanities at Duke
2. Biology, Chemistry, Nicholas School of the Environment
3. Computer Science, Mathematics and Statistical Science
4. Economics and Entrepreneurship
5. Engineering
6. Focus Program
7. Global Health
9. Pre-Professional and Academic Advising
10. Research Opportunities and Bias Connections
11. Sample Class 1 (Session #1 ONLY): “Learning from Legumes: What Evolutionary Anthropology Can Teach Us About Ourselves”
12. Sample Class 2 (Session #2 ONLY): “Democracy and the ‘Will of the People’”

11:30AM-12:05PM
Faculty/Student Panel Discussion Session #2
Location: Various (see locations at far right)
Choose one of the 12 sessions above that you didn’t previously attend.

12:20PM-2:00PM
Lunch, Campus Tour, and Workshop
Lunch will be held outside on the Duke Chapel Quad. Walking tours will gather and depart from the Duke Chapel in front of the Duke Chapel (see map). The Workshop (“Writing the College Essay That Only You Can Write”) will be held in Griffith Theater in the Bryan Center (tour will end at Griffith Theater, too).
The sequence of events is determined by the color of the lunch ticket you were issued at registration. Please see the schedule below.

TIME RED TICKET BLUE TICKET ORANGE TICKET
12:20PM Lunch Workshop Tour
1:00PM Tour Lunch Workshop
1:40PM Workshop Tour Lunch

2:30PM-3:15PM
Panel on Admissions, Financial Aid & Merit-Based Scholarships
Location: Page Auditorium
• Christoph Guttentag, Dean of Undergraduate Admissions
• Dr. Michael Gaudet, Associate Professor of the Practice, Electrical and Computer Engineering, and Director of the BN Duke Scholarship Program
• Alexis Manhertz, Assistant Director, Karsh Office of Undergraduate Financial Support

3:15PM-3:50PM
Panel on Campus Life at Duke: Residence Life and Student Activities
Location: Page Auditorium
Panelists:
• Jamal Edwards, Trinity, Class of 2016 (San Diego, CA)
• Lina Palacara, Trinity, Class of 2018 (Laurensville, GA)
• Kristen Slappey, Pratt, Class of 2017 (Winston-Salem, NC)
• Allen Zhou, Trinity, Class of 2017 (Chapel Hill, NC)
Moderator:
Dean Sue Waiselis, Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs, Dean of Students

3:50PM-4:00PM
Closing Address
Location: Page Auditorium
Maggie Boas, Trinity, Class of 2017 (Winston-Salem, NC)

OPTIONAL PRE-EVENT ACTIVITIES

8:30AM-9:00AM
Tour of Sarah P. Duke Gardens
Location: Meet at the flag poles in front of the Allen Building at 8:30AM
Take a guided tour of one of the premier public gardens in the U.S. Featuring over five miles of walkways and pathways, it boasts more than 4,500 colorful plant varieties.

8:45AM-9:45AM
Tour of The Foundry
Location: Gross Hall (Corner of Science Drive and Towerview Road)
Visit Duke’s new student “maker space.” The Foundry! The Foundry is a student-focused, project-centered, collaborative space for co-curricular and entrepreneurial activities.

Tour of Duke Basketball Museum and Hall of Fame
Location: Meet on the Bryan Center Plaza at 8:45AM
Located adjacent to Cameron Indoor Stadium, the Duke Basketball Museum and Hall of Fame showcases Duke Athletics. Duke’s 26 varsity teams have captured 16 national championships since 1996.

Tour of Duke University Chapel
Location: Meet at the flag poles in front of the Allen Building at 8:30AM

9:00AM-9:45AM
Residential Life Information Session
Location: Griffith Theater, Bryan Center, 2nd Level
Find out what it’s like to live on Duke’s campus, including both the East and West Campus experiences. All first-year students live on East Campus in a community designed to support the academic, residential, and recreational needs and interests of new students.

Self-Guided Tour of Wilson Recreation Center
Location: Wilson Recreation Center (see map)
The 96,000-square-foot facility houses a wide variety of facilities including three basketball courts, a rock climbing wall, racquetball courts and an 8-lane swimming pool.

Self-Guided Tour of The Edge
Location: Bostock Library (see map)
Located on the newly-renovated first floor of Bostock Library, The Edge provides a collaborative space for interdisciplinary, data-driven, digitally reliant or team-based research.

FACULTY/STUDENT PANEL DISCUsIONS
All panel discussions are offered at 10:45AM and 11:30AM unless noted otherwise.

1. The Arts and Humanities at Duke
Location: Von Caron, Bryan Center, Lower Level
Faculty will discuss how to maximize the arts, academic, and civic opportunities in the arts and humanities at Duke. Learn about how we connect and collaborate in arts entrepreneurship across disciplines.

2. Biology, Chemistry and Nicholas School of the Environment
Location: Griffith Film Theater, Bryan Center, 2nd Level
Learn about degrees and resources available in the Natural Sciences department and in the Nicholas School of the Environment.

3. Computer Science, Mathematics and Statistical Science
Location: Biological Sciences 111
Professors from these departments at Duke will explain how their students engage in the application of explicitly quantitative methodology to analyze problems.

4. Economics and Entrepreneurship
Location: Physics 150
Learn how Duke’s Financial Economics Concentration connects students with the financial world through teaching, research and engagement and how Duke’s Innovation and Entrepreneurship Initiative allows students to translate their ideas to make a positive impact on society.

5. Engineering
Location: Schicchiano Auditorium, Fitzpatrick Center
Duke’s Pratt School of Engineering is a vibrant teaching and research institution dedicated to training the next generation of leaders and exploring the frontiers of engineering to develop solutions to the world’s greatest challenges. We offer five majors, several certificate programs, and a minor in Energy Engineering.

6. Focus Program—Interdisciplinary Seminars for First-Year Students
Location: Physics 154
Focus offers a menu of interdisciplinary theme-based curriculum clusters. Classes are small, semester-long and mutually reinforcing, providing opportunities for discussion from multiple disciplinary perspectives. Participating students live in a residential hall with other students from the same Focus cluster.

7. Global Health
Location: Biological Sciences 130
Hear from faculty of the Duke Global Health program, one of the newest majors available to undergraduate students. The Duke Global Health Institute seeks to understand and reduce health disparities in local communities and worldwide.

Location: French Family Science Center 221
Duke offers many different programs for students to go forth into the world and return with new insights and perspectives. Learn how to incorporate off-campus experiences and civic engagement into academic choices.

9. Pre-Professional and Academic Advising
Location: Page Auditorium
Academic advising is fundamental to Duke’s educational mission. Hear from career in the Academic Advising Center who will describe advising for undergraduates, including pre-health, pre-law, and global advising.

10. Research Opportunities and Bias Connections
Location: French Family Science Center 227
Duke offers many undergraduate research opportunities in all departments and disciplines. Advising, training and funding are available. Among the opportunities, Bias Connections gives students a chance to tackle complex societal problems in interdisciplinary research teams. Students form interdisciplinary activities.

Sample Class 1 (10:45AM ONLY): “Learning from Legumes: What Evolutionary Anthropology Can Teach Us About Ourselves”
Location: Physics 128 (Seating is limited and, if necessary, priority will be given to students.)
Led by Professor of Evolutionary Anthropology Leslie Dye, learn the nuances of what evolutionary anthropologists do with special emphasis on the work that they do at the Jane Goodall Research Institute and the Duke Lemur Center.

Sample Class 2 (11:30AM ONLY): “Democracy and the ‘Will of the People’”
Location: Physics 128 (Seating is limited and, if necessary, priority will be given to students.)
Led by Professor of Political Science George Vanberg, experience an authentic classroom environment of Duke, including presentation, discussion and Q&A.